However, signal-intensity heterogeneity and dark contour are frequently observed on normal venous structures on T2* images 2 and can even be seen in the normal superior sagittal sinus of the authors' Fig 5 follow-up. Therefore, for daily practice and didactic purposes, we would have recommended that the authors warn radiologists not to rely on this T2* hypointensity at the subacute stage, and they should inform radiologists that due to extracellular methemoglobin, 2,3 venous thrombosis becomes obviously hyperintense on all sequences, including T2* images. 2 This is of major importance because although this hyperintense subacute thrombosis is easily diagnosed by a bright signal intensity on T1-and T2-weighted spin-echo sequences, it can be missed on the T2* sequence because it may mimic normal circulating veins, which may appear with such a signal intensity on this sequence. For reinforcement, we illustrate here the case of a 34-year-old woman with headache and demonstrative evolution of MR signal intensities of cerebral venous thrombosis. Initial MR imaging performed 2 days after neurologic symptom onset revealed thrombosed superior sagittal sinus and cortical veins diagnosed only by means of MSE on the T2* image (Fig 1) . Follow-up MR imaging performed exactly 7 days after the first examination (Fig 2) demonstrates how the T2* sequence becomes almost useless compared with spin-echo se- 
